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Values of OraL-Reports

Almost everybody, man or woman, young or old, oc-
casionally needs to talk to a group: Perhaps it is to make
a speech; more often it will be to express an opinion or
add inforination in a discussion of some particular plan
or problem. Almost everybody, when this time comes,
wishes that he felt more at ease, that he had had more ex-
perience in organizing and presenting his ideas orally.
Often the rest of the group, too, wishes the speaker
expressed himself more easily and with greater clarity.

Instruction in oral expression is not the responsibility
solely of teachers of English and speech. It is both de-
sifable and possible to prepare many oral reports as a
cooperative effort of English, speech, and social -studies
teachers and students. The social_ studies teacher should
grasp every opportunity to help develop good oral ex-
presSion as a part of the requisites for adult citizenship
in a democratic nation.

Students in social studies classes can learn to express
ideas orally with ease and effectiveness if they have op-
portunities to practice doing so. Oral reports, properly
developed, proVidexperience which should prove val-
uable_ immediately in school life, and later 'in adult ac-
tivities. The acceptable oral report requires search for
facts, organization of material,- clarity of speech and
presentation, and, with all these, demonstration of ability
to interest the audience. At the same time,- oral reports
can be planned to enrich the information available to
the class and to stimulate-their thinking as a particular
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problem is studied. Both the individual and the group
gain from the effective use of oral reports.

It is difficult to realize the potential values of oral
reports.-Preparation is time consuming for both students
and teacher. If the reports are to be effective, it is im-
portant to develop a desirable "atmosphere" in the class-
room. Although their use requires effort, oral reports
can be a most rewarding method of teaching and learn-
ing. Proper motivation and gt'od preparation can over-
come the mpst common obstaclesindividual fright and
group boredomto make the oral report a popular pro-
cedure.

The problems of developing the skills of oral report-
_ing are fundamentally the same in the elementary grades
as for the upper grades. Criteria need to be developed;
topics should be associated. with class work and ex-
perience; reports should be timely; and various types
of oral reports may be used. As in the upper grades,
evaluation techniques are vital to pupil improvement in
oral reporting.

Developing Criteria
Student attitudes toward reports are likely to be con-

structive if students and -teacher, have worked together
to set the goals, and if these goals are clearly defined.
One approach is to ask class members what person they
most Re to hear talk. Students may answer with the
name of a teacher, a minister or priest, a local leader,
or someone they have heard on radio or television. The
question "Why?" will bring out a variety of answers
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which can be listed on the blackboard. The list will prob-
ably include many of the following reasons:

1. can understand him.
2. e speaks clearly.,
3. e knows what he is talking about.
4. like his voice.
5. is interesting.
6. H keeps going; he doesn't-have to stop and think

.hat he is going to say next,

With patience and questioning. students will interpret
these s tements and establish criteria for their own re-
ports. ch a list might read:

1. U words which we all know; if new words must
be used, put them on the blackboard, pronounce
the , and explain their meaning:

2. Use ood grammar.
3. Orga e the talk and stick to the subject.
4. Make reports interesting; avoid facts already known

unless they are necessary to make points clear; use
anecdotes and new facts to make a complete report.

5. Speak in a normal voice, and so that all, may hear.
6. Stand erect; don't fidget.
7. -Don't take too long.
8. Look at the audience and tell the story: know con-

tent so well that you can tell the story without
notes; use notes but tell the story: write out the re-
port but become so familiar with its content that
you need only to glance at beginnings of sentences,
statistics, or other notes and can look at audience
most of the time.

9. Report should lead to further class discussion.

It is important that the class also consider the respon,
sibilities of an audience. Students are likely to formtil :ite
some such list as follows:

1. Look at speaker; let him see you are interested and
expect him to do well.

2: Laugh only at jokes.
3: Sit quietly.
4. Take notes quietly and quickly if the report is for

the purpose of acquiring definite information.

Audiende 6erformance can make or break the practice
of using oral reports in the classroom. Fear of failure be-
fore one's peers is a major obstacle to effective speaking.
Audience men rs should be aware of and assume their.
responsibility to 1 speaker succeed. The students
should know that one of the. chief purposes of -oral-re-
ports is to develop the ability to stand on one's feet
and give a talk before an audience. In the evaluation
which follows a report, phases of the talk which were
well done should be discussed first. Then the students
should "help" their classmate develop his ability to give
an oral report by- making suggestions for improvement.
In that atmosphere the less mature or self-conscious
students till be more willing to undertake a report.

Evaluations should be based on the criteria which the
class has established for judging a report. Thus the per-
son giving the .report will know what to expect and is
more likelk-Iti accept adverse comments as impersonal
and fair.

One elementary teacher-principal reported that the
following rules for giving oral reports and for listening
had been developed in her school for grades three; four,
five and six.'

= 1. Choose a-subject that interests you.
2. Choose a subject others will like to hear about.
3. Choose a subject you know about.
4. Make each sentence tell about-the subject.
-5. Identify your subject before talking about it.
6. Try to tell your report and not read-it.
7. Don't start to talk until your audience is ready.
8. Don't run sentences together. with "and's."
9. Speak loudly and clearly.

10. When you finish ask for questions and answers.
In the sixth grade they added. -Tell where you got

your information."
Questions for listeners:
1. Did I listen and not interrupt?
2. Did I take part in the talk? _

3. Did I speak in' good'sentences?
4. Did I say something on the subject?
5. Was I careful to pay attention when _someone was

talking?

Selection of Topics

The selection of topics for oral reports is extremely
important. The best ones are often those suggested by
the students themselves. They may -grow out of class dis-
cussion, a news event of interest to the class, the con-
tent of the unit. a movie, a. radio or television program,
an individual research project. or the like. The teacher
may promoteinterest in artopic by means of a provoca-
tive question or statement which will arouse discussion
and a desire for further information.

Whatever topics are selected and however they are
initiated, they should be related to the unit or topic
being studied. The following questions should also be
considered:

What does the textbook have to say on the topic?
2. Are materials available to prepare a report on the

topic?
3. Is the topic worth the time and effort necessary for

the individual to develop a good report, and is it
worth the class time needed for its presentation?

An oral report on material thoroughly covered by the
textbook is worthless, if the text has been studied by the

'Harriett Chace, Social Studies Skills in the Centerville School,
an unpublished Doctor of Education Project, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1953. p. 207.
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whole class. However, if the text gives only the provisions
of the Taft-Hartley Act, for example, a report on the
law, why it was passed, its supporters and opponents and
the reasons for their positions would be a useful contri-
bution to class proceedings. A topic on the Suez Canal
will be entertaining and more vital if it goes beyond the
textbook (the Canal's importance to trade routes and
to the. British Empire) to tell the story connected With
building it, protecting it, Disraeli's purchase of 'shares
for England, the struggle of Egypt to gain control of the
territory and finally nationalization and international re-
percussions.

The teacher should always be certain that materials
for preparing an oral report are readily available before
the topic is undertaken by a student. If library facilities
are inadequate, it is most important, that the teacher be
alert to sources of free or inexpensive materials and
obtain them. Magazine articles can be filed for this pur-
pose, too. Students, if encouraged, will often help to
build up a classroom file of useful materials. Once certain
that the necessary materials for a given report topic are
available; the teacher may properly expect the student
to take major responsibility for actually obtaining -them.

Preparing an oral report -affords opportunity for the
better readers to use source materials. The Federalist
Papers may be used as an example. A student might do
a report comparing the ideas of Alexander Hamilton and
Robert Lansing on the power of the federal government
under the Constitution of the United States. Original
sources such as diaries and accounts of travelers may
be drawn upon to provide illustrations and to liven a
report topic dealing with a Oracular period of histor}
or a specific region.

Reports which are personalized are likely to be more
interesting than general topics. For example, in a unit on
the growth of labor unions in the United States, a topic
such as 'Why I Would Join a Labor Union" would be
more appealing to students than The Values of Labor
Unions." A useful booklet on this topic is Why I
the Labor Movement, by 15 labor leaders.2 Personal in-
terviews. where appropriate to the report topic. provide
valuable material and help increase student interest by
providing a personalized approach to a topic which might
otherwise remain abstract.

Students need to be warned against a common pitfall
in giving reports on the lives of individuals. The encyclo-
pedic kind of .biographical report telling that a person
was born, lived, did great things, and died. is guaranteed
to be unpopular, boring, and not conducive to reaching
the goals hoped for by this method of classroom pro-
cedure. HoWever, :1 good report of a person's life could
he done by using a variety of sourcesbooks (full length
biographies or brief accounts in collections ,,f biography),

=Special Report No. 20. National Planning Association. 1606 New
Hampshire Ave., N.W., Washington 9, D. C. January 1949. $1.

diaries, magazine articles, and in some cases moviesand
a variety of methods of presentation. Private Livcs by
Van Loon may suggest some interesting approaches.

The selection of topics in the elementary grades
varies somewhat from that of the junior and senior
high school. The whole procedure is more informal

-and in the primary rooms the topics grow out of
the real, directexperiences of the youngsters whether
these occur at home or at school. They often relate
to the children's plans and activities and may very,
soon necessitate the gathering of information from other
people. Beginning in the third grade or whenever children,
have learned to consult books for information, some of
the reports may include facts gained from printed ma-
terials. The topics naturally increase in. complexity as.
the children move through grades four, five, and six, but
in any grade there_ wijI be a wide range in the cOntPre-'
pensiveness of (the topics.

The teachers of the elementary'' grades have unlimited
opportunities for using oral reports. field trips provide
unusual opportunities for informal oral reports. Children
like to talk about their pets, what they can do, and how
to care for them. Capitalizing on an emerging interest a
fourth grade teacher encouraged oral reports on the
topic, -.How animals protect themselves." The children
selected different animals and encyclopedias were used
to,nbtain the information, notes were taken and: the re-
ports were given in complete sentences. A chart was
made on the blackboard and copied into their notebooks.
This same procedure could easily be followed whin
foods used in various parts of the world are studied and
compared. By the time children reach- the third grade
they are capable of telling others about books, movies,
and favorite television programs they enjoy. They may
also look up information on places or people in the news
and share what they find with others. If they have taken
trips with their families, they may use postcards as they
talk about their adventure and experiences. Perhaps
they might be able to show photographs, souvenir book-
lets; or color slides that an older brother, sister or parent
had taken, or arrange to have an older person show the
slides.

Children like to make things and they should be en-
couraged to make and use visual aids in their reports.
They might use a road map on which they draw a heavy
line to show the route they are talking about. For a
report on the life of a family in some other part of the
world, dolls might be dressed in costumes and a model
house or 'farm constructed. Sixth graders like to pre-
pare bulletin board displays-to use as part of their reports.
"Life in Ancient Greece" and "Life in Ancient Rome"
are good commercial pictures to use for this purpose'

=The Fideler Company,. Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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A youngster's imagination can be stimulated by a single
picture so that a story grows out of it. Grant Wood's
"Arbor Day" has possibilities along this line and some

Lurrier and Ives prints are appropriate for describing
"Life in Great-Grandfather's Day."

Whatever social studies topics are selected and ho%-
ever the reports are presented in the elementary school,
they should be functional: that is, they should he an in
tegral part of the learning program. contributing to the
orderly expansion of the pupils' world and to their ability
to communicate orally what they have found interesting
and enjoyable.

Scheduling Reports
Timing of the report is important to make sure that

it comes into the !wilil.; situation at the appropriate
time_ and that the reports do not all come on the same
day or at the end of the unit. Before introducing a unit.
the teacher should decide which of the topics included
lend themselves to oral reports. This does not preclude
spontaneous reports proposed by the students or reports
growing out of a group activity. By planning the teacher
can make sure that the reports are spaced so that they
alternate with other activities. If, during the unit, there
is to be a held trip, some interviews, or other out-of-
class activities, the findings will probably bi excellent
material for oral reports. The problem of timing is also
partially solved. The report should always be given when
the topic to which it is related is being discussed. if
a student is not prepared to give his report -at that-time,
it might better be-omitted as an oral presentation than
delayed: It is seldom good to have more than one or two
reports on the same-day. Probably in no single unit
should-all students be required to give a report.

Types of Oral. Reports
Informal, incidental reportsToo often we think of

oral reports as formal presentations made by an indi-
vidual standing before the class. Another kind, which
receives little attention but is nevertheless useful, is the
incidental report. Such a report may be found necessary
when, during the class discussion, a question arises on
whiCh there is a lack of knowledge on the part of the
class, disagreement 'on facts, or merely additional infor-
niation someone desires. It may need only a sentence
or two or possibly a paragraph of explanation. A student
may volunteer or be assigned to look up the information.
When he reports he should be prepared to restate the
question, give a clear and definite answer, and cite his
source or sources of information. Emphasis on the need
for doing-such-an assignment well and on its contribution
to the class discussion can foster a respect for its impor-
tance. Using the incidental report with slow and shy
students is a good way to prepare them for making more
forMal and longer reports at a later date.

Formal reportsOnce an individual has selected a
topic for an oral report, he should check his procedure
with the teacher. Together they should discuss the
sources of information to be consulted and the method
of taking notes. When the research is completed, they
should consult together again on the organization of the
material. Sher that has been completed. the student
should practice his talk before the teacher or one or
two friends. His interest is likely to be further aroused
and more improvement will probably result if he
record his report on a wire or tape recorder. This will
enable him to hear himseli and to make suggestions for
his own improvement. Young people like to record and
play back reports; moreover, the machines are new enough
in many schools to lend newness to and enthusiasm for
oral ports. Kr recording and listening to their own
reports, students can check their grammar, enunciation,
pronunciation. and organization. Not the least important,
they can check the question. "Would I like to sit and
listen to. this. report?,:' If their answer at first hearing is
"No," they have a real motive to improve their report.

The use of "props- by older pupils during the presen-
tation of an oral report not only creates audience' in-
terest but also gives the shy student something to take
his thoughts off himself. There are a number of ways in
which reports may be varied by the use of informal stage
properties and other devices.

One variation on the inch% Wind report as touched on
earlier is fora student to prepare a bulletin board and
plan his report around it. The bulletin board can, for
example. consist of pictures by American artists to il-
lustrate a talk on twentieth century American -art; or
a series of pictures can be used to summarize a-news
event of prolonged interest.

A student might use the opaque projector in giving his
report. Charts, graphs, cartoons. pictures, or maps help
to illustrate or prove a point: these can readily be pro-
jected on the screen for all to see clearly, thus facilitating
the explanation. A student might use a "Road Map of
Industry" graph in presenting a report on United States
investments_ abroad.' In any report concerning people and
events in a small country such as Ghana, it is helpful
to project a map on the screen, for it is difficult to see
such small areas on the usual wall map. Pictures of peo-
ple, showing costumes, work, -recreation, education,- ar-
chitecture, help to clarify and to make a report more
interesting. Students find it interesting to trace a period
in world history through cartoons.

A suitable filthstrip or slide can be used to illustrate
a topic: for example,-the, filmstrip, "A City in the Mid-
dle Ages," to illustrate a topic on how the people lived
during the Middle Ages; or the filmstrip, 'The Universal

411i-weekly from National Industrial Conference Board, Inc.,
84 s Third Ave.. New York, New York.
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Declaration of Human Rights," to pictorialize -some as-
pects of an orat_report on that document;

Students can also make effective use of the- black-
Ward in presenting oral reports. -One student; for ex-
ample, developed an -interesting talk on the life of Na-
poleon by drawing stick- tigure -,cartoons on the -board.
A-graph may be,placed oil -the board for the-purposerof'
illuStration or as- a major part of the report-. 'Diagrams
_are_also helpful.

_ A report on- the music of a nation is _icet- More -ef-
fectiveif the reporter plays records to illusNif :his story.
For example, a topic on American =music iS_-ifiuchz.mote
interesting if it is _developed; with- the- use of- recordings
ca--Ariterican folklore: R;etordings of Negro- spirittials,
Songs by Stephen Foster, selections of Atrietican jazz,
or seledions from American opera _.also- add- to interest
:Mil illustrate -the topic. The You Arc There series -and
the-I Can Hear It oil!' series offer excellent-oppoitunities
:fat recordings during-an oral- repottl

A student m ight revert-on_ an_ interiew- with -a person
in the community-on-1 (meg ion such as- the work -of the
-Welfare department-. One- sitident-who_Nolunteet-ed- to -do
-such = a report ;brought= a case worker -to ,class--and inter=
vietved her _there; The-other--=students -were-asked-to -join
in,the-distussion_ at the Close lif-_the- interview._

-GrOltp oral reportsStudents Will- often -do-in- grotips
--_=what =they hesitate -to do alone. =Consequently,--a fairly

frequent_ use of group_otal-reports-has valtie.

On form of group -oral = report is the panel discussion.
-=It- fiends- itself- to -presentationof facts-and -to -discusSiOn
of-- different- points _of view. For example, members of

=the panel might-discuss the atguments _for_ and -agailiSt
=federal aid to -education or mediCal- care -for the aged-
tinder Social Security. The -rotel discussion is Mentioned
ltere only as one form Of -group reporting, for it is -a tech-
-ague -in and of-itself.
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planation. When they Were through, the clasS- knew,
among other things, all about poi except liotv-it tasted.
.1 third group did their oral report hi' the -form of an
interview -with- class nientuers who pretended that they
were natives tetling -about Puerto 'Rico to-a- gfoup of
visitors.

Evaluation

Most -eleMentary and secondary pupils Want-to know
immediately whether or not they'll:tee done-a---good job
When they have undertaken -a-project. If- =they:- receive
adverse_ criticisms, it- adds to _their feeling of_= security to
knot: fat once what- their -weaknesses-ate andiitihat-they
can do--to -.correct them; The-tell:ire, evaluation- Shottld_
follow immediately after the _presentation- of-ithe-oral
report-. The criteria-_aliCatly clevelOped should -=lie used
-for self-eettluation and then fot==group, evaluation. -Self-_

_ -evaluations; should -be-attempted first,,becatite;,ai men-
-tinned= i n the- section -- on nileeeloping- Criteria,-=.-theatt it ude
off Class-members-is -most3impOrtinitlinAhiSrtPiaielii,tit,-

-ing -the-oral==report-technique; The =teacheesevalitation,
also liased-upon---the- Student=teaCher deVeloped;editetia,
should- be -for the-- purpose f of -pointing: out= theistteogthS-
andi-WeakneSieS-of the report Which- were_ -difitted by
the other evafriatiOns.-

At_the conclusion of the unit;a-classidiSCUSSiOniwotild
be- desirablei,tegarding the -Conifiblition.i that;the--.:otal:-fe,
ports made to the success- of --the obits. Studentsi_might
also-consider what topics -might-better_ haVe-been left
but- and -what topics ;migh t-ptofitably- have -beenzreported3
on rthat -wete- not-. The latter-Might ;take _the =form:I-of -re-
-cornmendations to the -next year s- Class _about_
report topics hit t ha t part icular- 'nit

Another type of group discussion is that which grows
out of group project. For instance,.-an_-eighth grade
Class, studying= the two newest states and.the U. S. terri-

=torial possessions. divided into groups, each assuming-the
responsibility for obtaininginformation concerning one of
.-the- above - mentioned. Their-asSignment :included- factual
information which-all of-the class was to-be responsible for
learning, a-booklet, a bulletin -board, and-an_oral report.
The reports.varied. One group organized its report- around
-a= -bulletin Ward- on which were -photographs of the-

-- topography, cities. people, and indUstrieS-of Alaska. An-
other -group showed a_ _-movie on the people of Hawaii
_and supplemented it with further information and -ex-

'Columbia Recoolings, 799 Seventh Ave., New York, New York.
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